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0. Introduction 
In this paper, we describe the logic of bicartesian closed categories [4] with 
limits and colimits over discrete categories of infinite cardinality [5]. Such categories 
will be called “quantifier-complete”. Their language isan infinitary extension of the 
usual one-sorted language for first-order logic [ 1,9]. The many-sorted case, for 
categories with limits and colimits over several infinite discrete categories, requires 
only technical modifications [I] . Quantifier-complete categories generalize the 
Heytingalgebra models of intuitionist logic [8] in which quantified formulas 
represent infinite infima and suprema. We shall present the syntax of such categories 
in terms of an infinitary extension [ 1 ] of a first-order intuitionist Gentzen system 
[9], and show that the formal proofs of this system admit a non-trivial interpreta- 
tion as morphisms of quantifier-complete categories. Using standard techniques of 
proof theory, we develop a decision procedure for the equality of such morphisms 
by means of a Church--Rosser reducibility relation [0] , and apply Gentzen-type 
derivability criteria [2] to the study of the interchangeability of limits [ 51. 
1. The languages L,, and Lkil w 
We assume familiarity with the set-theoretical representation f infinitary 
languages [ 11, and merely coliect together the necessary notations: 
As usual, L,, denotes a language inwhich conjunctions and disjunctions may 
be taken over sets of formulas of cardinality less than cy, and in which formulas 
contain only finite strings of quantifiers. By ~~ we mean the least cardinal greater 
than K, and assume throughout hat K 2 w, where w denotes the least infinite 
cardinal. 
The alphabet of L,, and LK1, consists of the following disjoint sets of symbo S: 
* This research was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada. 
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(i) FV = (XaIa f IO; 
(ii) BV = Qala E K}; 
(iii) F* = {fiia E K), (n =: 0, 1, 2, l );
(iv) R* = (R,“la E K}, (n = 1, 2,3, .--); 
(v) Ro = il., T); 
(vi) LS= (A, V,=? V, 3, A, VI. 
The elements xa, &, fan, and Ri serve as free variables, bound variables, n-w fine- 
tion symbols, and rz-ary reZat;hn symbols, respectively, whereas 1 denotes a fixed 
false and T a fixed tnre sente\.rce. The elements of LS serve as logical symbols, i.e.,, 
conjunction, disjurzction , inq dication , urziversal quantification, existential quan tifi- 
cation, infinitary conju fiction , and infinitary disjunction symbols, respectively. 
The set of terms TL of L da and LKt, is the smallest set with the property that 
(i)FVC TL; 
(ii) F” c TI ; 
(iii) If 11, . ...’ tn E TL and f E Fn, then ftr . . . tn E TL. 
The set of afonzic furnm?us AtFL of Law and LKlu is the smallest set with the 
property that 
(ij R” c AtFL ; 
(ii) If tl, .“., ttl E TL and R f Rn, then Rt, . . . tnETL- 
The set of formulas F&w) of L,, is the smallest set with the property that 
(i) A$, C F&U); 
(ii) If a, fl f F&o), then (w@), (a~@, and (or * fl) E FL@“); 
(iii) If or(t) E F&w), f E BV, and r $ a(t), then (V&+ [r] and (3&* [$] E 
F&4 
where a(t) says that the term t occurs in the formula (Y, g 4 a(t) says that the bound 
variable 8 does not occur in a9 and at 151 denotes the formula which results from ~1 
by the replacement of every occurrence of t in ar by r. 
The set of formulas FL (K 1 w) of LK1, is the smallest set with the property that 
(i)F&4 C F’(K&; 
(ii)IfQ,=(a,fL~I)CFLGKIW)ando~Z~K,thenAQ,andV~EFL(K10). 
We usually write a A?, a. v P, QI * P, WE)@), (%ME), (&$+ and (V&a, 
in place of (or@), (or v/3), (CM. * @), (V&x, [El, (39ar, [t] ,A d, and V@, if the mean- 
ing of the appropriate expaession is uniquely determined by the context. 
The set of sequents of Law is the set of all ordered pairs (I’, W of finite sequences 
K’ and Q, of formulas of L,, . For historical reasons, and in view of the %ended inter- 
pretation, we write l7 + Q, in place of (I’, a). If I? is empty, we also write + ‘P, and if 
@ is empty, we also write F‘ -+- Furthermore, ar denotes both cy and (~9, and finite 
sequences of formulas are written by concatenation. Thus, if f = arl . . . cy, and A = 
fll . . . &, then rA = al . . . cvvpl . . . OP. 
2. The Gentzen systems G(L,, j and G(LK1,) 
The main objects of study of l,his paper are the derivations of sequents of L,, 
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andk, w. They are written in tree form and are constructed from the following 
axiomsland rules of inference: 
The axioms of G(L,,) and G(LKIW ) are all sequents of the form cy + cy, for 
a! E &FL, together with I+ and +T . 
The structural rules of inference of G(L,,) and G(L,&) are 
0 
l-4 * . i ~ ( 0 I--&-,@ ’ 
(ii) rarcXA2cP * l
raA+Q, ' ’ ( ) 
(iii) 
( ) iv 
F-,@ *. 
0 1 r+PPa ’ 0 V Fj+g$c*) ; (vi) :+:(-& (i*) . 
Following Gentzen [9] , we shall refer to instances of rules (i) and (iv) as thinnings, 
to rules (ii) and (v) as contractions, and to rules (iii) and (vi) as interchanges per- 
muting T’ and Q, non-trivially to i(r) and i(Q). 
The operational rules of inference common to G(L,,) and G(L,&) are 
. . . 
( ) 
r&A+@ rpA+e,, . 
111 - r4xvpA+wP ( 1 , 
( ) vii 
rot(t) A -+ @ 
r(v~)0r(~)A+* (*v) ; 
. . . 
( j v111 
r-w (v*j; 
r + (V $g&) 
where t E 7’L , and x does not occur in r, A, and @ in (* 3) and (V*). 
It should be noted that since G(L,,) is intended to be an intuitionist system, 
the restriction of the premisses of rules (a*) and (V*) to sequents of the form 
Z + y is proof-theoretically necessary, whereas the same restriction in rules (**) 
and (A*) merely simp3fres the categorical considerations below. 
The additional operational rules of G(LKI,) are the following: 
rcU,A + Q, (all 1 f I) r+ap (some 61) 
( ) xi 
* . 
( V) ( ) xii 
~-- * . 
w,,_& + + @ 
? (V ) r-+qv,,,j~,* ’ 
l$A+<p (some EI) 
* l 
r-+01( (di ~1) 
(xiii) 
r&I) Q,A + Q, 
( N , ( 1 xiv ~ 
r + wIEi) a, 
(A*) * 
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The derivations of sequents from the axioms of G(L,,) by means of rules (i)- 
(xiv) are to be understood in the sense of Gentzen [9] , with the obvious extension 
of this concept o infinitary logic as introduced in [l] . For details we also refer the 
reader to [ 2, 111. 
The set of derivations of G(L,,) is denoted by DerG(L,,), and that of 
G(L, o) by DerG(L, 0)’ A sequent is derivable if it is the last line of a derivation. 
1 I 
3. The Heyting algebras Algc ;(&,) and AlgG(LK1 “) 
The system G(L,,) is easily shown to be equivalent to the cut-free fragment of 
Gentzen’s calculus LJ [9] if‘\ve define the negation 1 CII of any formula Q E F&W) 
to be cy * 1, i.e., G(L,,) cl~aracterizes precisely the set of intuitionistically valid 
sequents of L,, . Its Lindc nbaum algebra AlgG(L,, ) is therefore aHeyting algebra 
(F&w)/=, A, V, a, 1, T, V IQ, 3 IQ) consisting of the following data: 
(i) F&w)/= = ([al I a E F&o)}, where [clln = (0 E F,&w)Ifl ECU}, and 
/I s a iff the sequents /I -+ (II and a! -+ p are derivable in G(L,,); 
(ii) A : F,+w)/~ X FL (ocJ)/, - + F&o)/, is a function defined by 
Ml A MD = IIa A P-k 
(iii) v : F,&o)/~ X FLic3w)/, 
- 
+ FL(o& is a function defined by 
ua v wn =ua VPD;
(iv) * : F&w)/~ X F&u)/~ + F+o)/~ is a function defined by 
bn+uat=umn; (v) 1s {a E F,&c3)la + 1 is derivable in G(&,)}; 
(vi) T = {ct E FI (oa)l T + CY is derivable in G(L,,)); 
(vii)Q={S&(rl)EFt(ww)forsomexEFV},S,= {[a,[#lr~Tt),and 
VI Q : Q + F&w)/= is a function defined by the rule 
Vcs,> = u(wmn, h 4 w ere is any bound variable not in a(x). 
(viiij 3 IQ : Q -+ FA(wo)/s is a function defined by the rule 
3 cs,) = ~(3 04m analogously to (vii) above. 
For details, we refer the reader to [8, Theorem X. 1 .I ] where it is proved that 
these definitions indeed yield a Heyting algebra (there called a “pseudo-Boolean 
algebra”). From [8, Theorem VI.1 1 .I ] it follows furthermore that 
and 
where [aI < [PI iff the sequent a + p is derivable in G(L,,). 
for 
By [8, Theorem X.5.1 ] AlgG(L,,) is a free algebra on the set ([arllar E AtFL) 
the class of complete Heyting algebras. This means that any function from 
{Ua]la E AtFLj to a complete Heyting algebra extends uniquely to a morphism 
of Heyting algebras preserving all infima and suprema of A.lgG(&,). However, 
AlgG(L,,) itself is neither complete nor unique up to isomorphism. 
We extend the c 
4. The quantifier-complete category e(At FL ) 
As lattices, the algebras AlgG(L,,) and AlgG(L,+) are bicartesian closed 
categories, i.e., categories with finite products, finite sums, and exponentiation [ 51 
in which the elements [(V~)Q(QB and [(A,,)q are infinite product objects, and 
the elements ([(3 [)~(t)l and [(Vttijatl are infinite sum objects. Moreover, the 
categorical structure is entirely determined by the proof-theoretical properties of
the systems G(& J and G(L, ,J and depends only on the existem-e of appropriate 
derivations of sequents of L,, and L,+,. From this point of view, all derivatiolts 
of a sequent ar + p are equivalent, i.e., we may consider the set of all derivations of 
the sequent ar+/3 as a morphismf: [orI + [pD with domain 1~1 and codomain uflu. 
However, it is clear from [3,4,&l 0,I 1 ,I 31 that there exist finer partitions of 
De@&,) and DerG(LRI, ) whose equivalence classes are still the morphisrrls of
bicartesian closed categories. In particular, there exist two smallest equivalence r la- 
tions =0 and sm on F&p) and DerG(LKlw ), respectively, for which FL (K 1 o)L+, 
is the set of objects, and DerG(L, o )/= 
closed category e(At FL ) with limbs an -2 
the set of morphisms of the free bieartesiarl 
wlimits over discrete categories of canfi- 
nality less than or equal to K, generated by the discrete category AWL of atomic 
formulas of FL(K l a). 
The category c(atF&) is free in the sense that every functor F : AtF{, + U(D) 
to the underlying category of a bicartesian closed category wit? K-bounded limits 
and colimits over discrete categories extends uniquely to a functor 6’ : C(AtFl, ) =-p D 
which preserves the bicartesian closed structure and all infinite limits and colimits 
exactly. 
Let C = C(AtFL), ObC= the class of objects of C, [D, E] = the set of all mr,rphisms 
of C with domain D and codomain E, lItE, A, vhe object part of a limit, i.e., product. 
and E3 rEl A, the object part of a colimit, i.e., sum, for c3 < / < K. 1 n this notation, c 
may be described as a category with the f4lowing structure: 
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(i) a bifunctor (-) A (-) : C X C+ C; 
(ii) a bifunctor (- -) v (-) : C X C+ C; 
(iii) a bifunctor (--) * (-) : Cop X C+ C; 
(iv) two distinguished objects I and T; 
(v) five finitary adjunctions ar,, a,, ah, a,, a,; 
(vi) for each index set 1, o <I < K, two infinitary adjunctions d,, d,, 
where 
a,= (a,(A,B C): [A vB,C] +[A$] X[B,C]IA,B,CEObC), 
ah= {cqJA,I’,C): [A AB,C] +[B,A*C]IA,B,CEObC}, 
a, = {a,(A) : [AJ] -+ C*}lA EObC) 3 
and 
are natural isomorphisms,.with { *} denoting afixed one-point set. 
We shall not spell out the defining conditions of the equivalence r lations E. and 
=m in detail since the latter is an obvious extension of similar equivalence r lations 
described in [3,4,6, 10, 11, 131, and since the former identifies IWO fmitary for- 
mulas merely if each is obtainable from the other by the renaming of bound variables 
(cf. [8, p. 220]), and identifies a fmitary with an infinitary formula precisely when 
these formulas are identified in AlgG(&, ). The composition law of C(AtFL) is 
defined inductively along the lines of the cut elimination algorithms of [ 1,9, 10, 1 1 ] , 
and we refer to these places for details. 
Since every category C’ with the above structure has an obvious associated 
language LLr, in which the object parts of the limits and colimits @definable 
firnctors, i.e., functors F : TLp -+ C(AtFLt) with values F(T) = a, [r] ,for some for- 
mula ar(x) E F”I(K 1 w), are representable byquantified formulas of the form 
(‘VW@) and (%)W we call such categories (K -) quantifier-complete. 
5. The interpretation of G(L,,) and G(L,,,) in C(AtF’) 
In this section, we show that the Gentzen systems G(L,,) and GL,,,) have a 
natural non-trivial categorical semantics inquantifier-complete categories, by inter- 
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preting the formulas and derivations of these systems as objects and morphisms of 
such categories. As bicartesian closed categories, the Heyting algebras AlgGU,,) 
and AlgG(&,rU ) are special cases of this interpretation. We choose the category 
C(AtFL) as our paradigm, and define two functions I, : F~(K p) -+ ObCand 
Irr, : DerG(L,r ,) + Morph C inductively as follows: 
(i) I,(Q) = (a), for all Q E AtFL ; (ii) I,(0 A 0) = I,(ck) A I,@) : 
We shall simplify the notation and write ar and r in place of I,(a) and I,(7), etc., if 
the intended meaning-is clear from the context. 
The definition of I, is extended to sequents of LKlw by the equation 
The definition of I,,, involves the following special types of morphisms of 
C(AtFL): 
All other morphisms will be clear from the context, and we shall leave the arrows 
involving them unlabelled. 
Let fE DerG(L, w ). We write f : r + d, to mean that the last line off is r + a, 
in which case Im (f : b + a) denotes the morphism of C(At Fl, ) associated with f. 
Again we simplify the notation by writingfin place of I,(f). etc., if the intended 
meaning is clear. 
We now define the function I, as follows: 
(ii) I&+)= lk; 
(iii) I,(+T) =T L T ; 
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f:r-cP 
W ‘m( i(r)+ @ ) f =i(rr-+r-+Q,; 
(viii) Im( f: r-,wk\JI 3 -)=r --L ((Wm)Va) V\Jc ---+(Q,V(OrVci))V* 
r @& f[@"6*jvq 
(@va)v\k; 
f:r+cp 
cix) ‘m ( r+(r) ) =&D-i(@) ; 
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(“) 
f(x) : r + Ok ‘m( r-+(vt)0fg) =r -- 7ETL x ’  vw) I-I ar [7] 
w.here Irn(fi7)) is the morphism obtained from the derivation f(7) by the 
replacement of every occurrence of x in.@) by r; 
(xvi) 
where f(r) has the same meaning as in (xv); 
(xviii) Im ( 
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( 
f : r + @cY,W 
(xix) I, __-. _-. .- ----- - 
p-e 
( 1 
v a,* )- 
1EI 
f 
r-+(Q,vq)v~ 
(wR*hf* 
.-------(w~+: 
f(t): r-v.+ \ 
(xxi) lm (------ - 
( 1 
p- l-l 2?+ n Qy, ;
r-, A (Y, El 
1EI 
(xxiii) 
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The unlabelled arrows in (v), (vi). (viii). (ix). (x), (xiii). (xxii). and (xxiii) denote the 
unique a$sociativity and symmetry isomorphisms between the appropriate objects 
determined by the symmetric monoidal structure 15 1 of C(AtFL) with respect to A 
and V, and the c’s in (xvi) and (xviii) are the infinitary analogues of the distributivity 
isomorphism 5 definable by means of a:. 
We extend this interpretation to an arbitrary quantifier-complete category D by 
means of functions F : At F, + ObD. Since C(AtF* ) is free on AtF, and AtFl is 
discrete. any such F yields a’unique functor F : C(kFl, ) -+ D of quaitifier-com’plete 
categories. It therefore suffices to put /I, = $@Jcw)) for CI! E At F1 in order to 
determine two unique functions IA : Fi (K 1 m) + ObD and 1; : De&L,, w) + 
MorphD. These functions constitute th’e desired interpretation of G(L,, ) and 
GK,, ) in D relative to F. 
6. A Church-Rosset theorem for quantifier-complete categories 
In addition to providing a non-trivial semantics for proof theory. the above inter- 
prctations of G(L,,) and G(L,,,) in arbitrary quantifier-complete categories are 
the basis for a decision procedure for the equality of “finitarily constructible” mor- 
phisms of sllch categories. A morphism Ir of a quantifier-complete category D will 
be called jinitari& constructible if there exists an f’E DerG(L,, j and a function 
F : At Fl 4 ObD for which h = ~(I,,(f‘)). The decision procedure is based on the 
fact that’the functions I, and /m characterize the equivalence relations =0 and srn 
defining C(AtF& in the sense that a ~~ fi iff I&) = I,(p). andf’zm g iff I,,(f) = 
I,@), for c11, fl E Q(K 1~) andf,g E Der G(L,&, and thai the restriction of 3331 to 
Der G(t,,) admits a “reducibility relation with the Church-Rosser property” [0] . 
A reducibility relation for Em on Der G( L,, ) is a binary relation 2 which re- 
spects E,,, and is reflexive, transitive, and closed under substitutions of subdcriva- 
tions. It is said to have the Church-Rosser property if for any f. g E DerG(L,, ) 
which derive the same sequent.&, g implies the existence of an r E DerG(L,,) 
such that f> r and g 2 r. 
III order to define 2, we associate with each rule of inference R of G(L,,) an 
integer p(R) called its rank. as follows: p(/\*) = I, p(**) = 2. p(* v) = 3. p(**) = 4. 
p(V) = 5, p(*3) = (,, p(g *) = 7. p(*V) = 8, p(c*) = 0, p(t*) = 10. p(i*) = 1 1, 
p(*c)= E,p(*t)= 13,p(*i)= 14.p(~*)= H.andp(*h)= 16. 
A derivation h E DerG(L c3c3 ) will be called normal if h 2 k implies that h = k 
and if applications of rules of lower rank precede applications of rules of higher 
rank if this is proof-theoretically possible. The ranks have been chosen in such a 
way that in constructing a derivation frepresenting a morphism I,(f), the “codo- 
mains” of the intervening morphisms are constructed before the “domains” and, 
in the case of the quantificational rules, the restricted rules precede the unrestricted 
ones. In addition, the operational rules precede the structural ones. with two excep- 
tions. 
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The definition of 2 is by cases, using rank. 
(i) Since p(~*) < p( **), we define 
(ii) Since p(**) < p( “V), we define 
(iii) Since p(**) < p( *. ). we define 
(iv) Since p(* V) < p(t*), we define 
(v) Sim p(**) < p(* t), we define 
cY+p 6-,E 
-4 _-__.-_ cu(ps,+e 
cYy-+p &w 
-- ---- - 
---_- ol(P=WY-,~ ---.- _.___ 
ay(p=G)-v 2 cYy(ps)+E: 
(vi) Since p(3*) <p(W), we define 
(vii) Since p( 3 * ) < p(t * ), we define 
(viii) Since p(t *) < p( * t), we define 
a-+P a!+p _.. -__ -_ -- __ 
v-v cxqlli -- -- _--. _- - --.. __ 
q-q36 a &-y--q5 : 
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(ix) Since p(“i) < p 
The remainin 
al details. 
ge are similar, and we refer to ( 10. 1 i ] for addition- 
In order to achieve the desired uniqueness of normal derivations. we riaust still 
specify a variety of further reductions which limit the rrrrr&~ of applications of 
several rules of inference, the kM of formula which can be introduced by (* t) and 
(t*). and the order. from left to right, in which consecutive applications of rhe same 
rule of inference can introduce logical symbols. Since these reductions are of no 
intrinsic categorical interest. we give only a few examples, and leave it to the reader 
to complete the list. 
(xi) In a normal derivation, no formula should be introduced by a thinning and 
later eliminated again by a contraction, hence we define 
(xii) !ZI a normal derivation, the number of interchanges should be as small as 
possible, hence we define 
The gmph-co$nrph algorithm of [ 13) should serve as a guide for the specification 
of the required structural reductions. 
(xiii) Since certain formulas can be introduced by thinnings. or constructed by 
applying operational rules to simpler formulas, also introduced by thinnings. we 
choose one of the possibilities as normal, and define 
In the case of (t*). the only other type of formula for whkb there exist two possi- 
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bilities of construction is (3 t) a($). In the case of (*t), on the other hand, all formulas 
of types a A 0, Q v 0, (3 [) a(E) and (YE) ~(0 can be constructed in two ways. Hence 
five additional reductions must be specified. 
(xiv) In the case of several consecutive applications of the same rule of inference, 
logical symbols can often be introduced in different order. We choose one such order 
as normal and define 
In addition, two reducth Ins must be specified for derivations whose values under 
&,., alre the unique initial arro terminal morphisms of C(AtFt ). This can be done as 
in [ilO]. 
We omit the tedious cptlculations required to show that the reduction steps respect 
the equivalence r lation Ed. A sample calculation rn;ly be found in [ Ill. 
The above process mag’ be summarized thus: 
Normal Form Theorem. For each f E Der G(L,,) there exists a unique normd 
h E Der G(Lww ) such that f> h dn finitely many steps. 
The Church-Rosser Theorem for DerG(L,,). IfJ g E DerG(L,,) and Im(f) =
&,(g), then there exist normal derivations h, h’ E Der G(Lww ) such that ,f 2 h, 
g 2 h’, nnd h = h’ (modulo the renaming Of VmiQbkS). 
Corollary. The equality cjf finitarik’v constnwtible morphisms of quantifier-complete 
categories is decidable. 
The concept of normality presented above is closely related to a philosophically 
motivated concept introduced in [7]. The relationship between the propositional frag- 
ments of the two concepts has been studied in [6], where it is shown that, up to struc- 
tural reductions, the two concepts are equivalent. 
7 The interchangeability of limits 
In conclusion, we outline the connection between the derivability of sequents of 
G(L,,,) and the interchangeability of limits and colimits of functors with discrete 
domains. The sources of this connection are two independently developed sets of 
ideas. On the one hand, we know from Gentzen’s cut elimination theorem [9], to- 
gether with the completeness theorem for intuitionist first-order logic [8] , that for 
any formulas a, p E FL (wo) there exists a derivation f: a -+ p E Der G(L,,) if and 
only if the sequent 0 + p is intuitionistically valid. On the other hand, we know from 
category theory [S] that for any functor F : P X J + X with small domain P X J and 
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bicomplete codomain X, there exist canonical morphisms 
(i) p1 : lim, limi F(p, j) + limi limp F(p. j) ; 
(ii) ~2 : colintP colimi F(p, j) -+ colimi colim, F(p, j) ; 
(iii) ~3 : colimP limi F(p. j) + limi colimP F(p, j) . 
of which ~1 and ~7 are provably invertible. We shall show by means of several ex- 
pmples how. for s&ably defined functors, the normal derivations of well-known 
i~tuitionistically valid sequents can be viewed as instances of PI. ~2, and ~3. As a 
corollary, we obtain counter-examples to the invertibility of p3. 
Example 1. Let P = J = TI, be the discrete category of terms of L,, , let X = C(At FL ). 
and let F(o, T) = &.J, [a, T] for some Q(xJ) E At FL(ww). Then lim, lim,-F’(p. jj = 
/,(Wf)(W#@, TN. lim$imp Ftp.j) = I,f(bjW&#& r,)). and ~1 = ~,Cf)~ where 
f is the derivation 
The inverse of r_ll is represented similarly. 
Example 2. Let P = TL , J = {I ,3}, X = C’(At FI, ), and let Fk 1) = @,[T] and UT. 3) = 
$I, [T] for some @I(X), J/(X) E At F&xi). Then lim, limi Flp, j) = 
I,(oy(E) A W)), 1 imi lim, F(p, j) = IJWW(t) A (4) $49). and ~1 = I,(f) 
and bq = I,(g), where fand g are the derivations 
3/(x) + $(X1 _--- 
O(x) + @(x) Ir/(xi(x) + tics) --- 
(#4x) $4~) + G(x) #(x) IL(x) -+ W 
and 
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Example 3. P, J, X, and F are as in Example i. Then colimp colim/ F(p, i) = 
/,((3 E) (3~) tit, rl)), coliq colimp F(P, i) = 1,Wrl) (34‘) ti5, rl)), and 142 = I,(f), 
where f is the derivation 
The inverse of ~2 is represe.lted similarly. 
Example 4. P, J, X, and F ire as in Example 2. Then colimp colimi F(p, i) = 
r,(f 3 0 (9%) v J/(F))), 
-&,(f) and pi1 
coliq colhp F(P, i) = 1,((3 5) @(5) v (3 0 J1(5)), and 14 = 
= I&), where f and g are the derivations 
M) -* o(x) 3/(x) + J/(x) 
and 
respectively. 
Example 5. P, J, X, and F are as in Example 1. Then colimp lir~F(p, j) = 
1,1(3 5) (Vq) Q1(& q)), limi colimp F(p, j) = I,((Vq) (3 0 4& q& and ~3 = ~,&‘I9 
where f is the derivation 
@(%Y) -N&Y) ___-. _-- -_---_I -_--e- 
@(xYY) -) cw#G¶Y) 
w7)#(x, rl) + Gw~~~Y) 
-7%w& r)) -+ w7) (3 5) &3---- -_l-_____._--__._- - 
(35)(V?7)~(S,r))~(V'E7)(3~)4b(~,71) ' 
On the other hand, the sequen: (Vq) (3 5) $15, q) + (3%) (Vq) #(k, q) is well-known 
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to be classically, and a fortiori intuitionistically invalid. Hence p3 is not invertible. 
Example 6. P, J9 X, an3 F are 8s in Example 2. Then colimp 1~ F(p, j) = 
I,((3 0 (M) h (EM limt colimp ~~13 =1,(W) #KM WE) 9(E)), and ~3 = I,(,II 
where $is the der:vation 
Once again, the sequent (35)@(g) A (at) J1(~)+(3~)(@([) A 3/!&J) is classically, and 
hence intuitionistically invalid. Thus this instance of p3 is not invertible either. 
Example 7. Let P= (1,2), J = 7’L, X = qAt&), and let F( 1, f) = ex f7] and F(2,7) = = 
& (71 for some @(x), 4(x) E AtF”(oo). Then colimp limi F(p, j) = 
I,((‘ #o) v 0% G(r)), 1 hj colimp F(P, i) = &WE) (4(F) v $(Oh and ~3 = 
I,,,(f), where f is the derivation 
‘EN . 
It is well-known that the sequent (Vg)(@(g) v 3/(t)) + (Vg)#) v (Vt) $I@) is clas- 
sically,.and hence intuitionistically invalid. Therefore p3 is not invertible. 
ExamplefUetP=J- ~1,2},X=~AtF~),andletF(1,1)=cu,F(1,2)=~, 
F(2, 1) = 7, and F(2,2) 16. Then colim, limi fip, j) = &.,((a A y) v (fl A S)), 
limj colimp F(p, j) = I,((cw v /3) A (y v Q), and p3 = I,(f), where fis the derivation 
P+P 6-+6 
P+Oa s+sy --- 
P-+ a9 5 +ys -- 
p-wvp s-qvs --- 
Here too, the sequent (a v p) A (y v 6) + (a A y) v (JJ A 6) is classically invalid and 
~43 is therefore not invertible. This last zxample is the one actually given in [ 5] , 
where the non-invertibility of p3 is deduced from a cardinality argument in the 
category of sets. 
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